
Individual Player Stats Game Date:__________________
Player Shots Shots on Goal Assists Goals Scored Saves Fouls

Total

Team Stats
Player Corners Taken Goal Kicks Taken Throw-ins Taken Offsides Defensive Stops Goals Against

Entire Team

Total



Definition Guide:

Shots on goal: A shot on goal is a shot that is on net. The results of a shot on goal must be either a save by the goalkeeper or defending team or a goal
by the attacking team. A shot that hits the post or crossbar without being deflected by a goalkeeper or defender and does not cross the goal line is not a
shot on goal.

Shots: A shot is an attempt that is taken with the intent of scoring and is directed toward the goal. Any clear attempted shot that does not classify as “on
goal” or result in a goal.

Saves: A save is awarded to a goalkeeper only if a shot otherwise would have gone into the goal. A goalkeeper can be credited with a save without
catching the ball. If the goalkeeper blocks the ball or punches it wide or over the goal, that goal- keeper can be credited with a save, provided the ball
would have otherwise gone into the goal. To receive a save, the play must be a shot on goal. A goalkeeper or defender who intercepts a cross is not
credited with a save. Exception: A cross that the goalkeeper or defender stops that otherwise would have entered the goal is considered a shot, and the
goalkeeper or defender is credited with a save.

Goals: An offensive player who either kicks or heads the ball into the goal is awarded a goal. An offensive player whose pass is deflected into the goal by
a defender or whose pass is mishandled by the goal- keeper and allowed to cross into the goal shall receive credit for a shot and a goal, provided the
defender never gained full control of the ball. This applies equally to cor- ner kicks and throw-ins.

Assists: An assist is awarded for a pass leading directly to a goal. A corner kick, throw-in or free kick leading to a goal each counts as a pass in awarding
assists. If an attacking player’s shot hits a post or crossbar and bounces back into the field of play and, before a defender can touch the ball, another
attacker shoots the ball into the goal, credit the player whose shot hit the post or crossbar with an assist. If an attacking player shoots and the goalkeeper
or defender blocks the shot but cannot control the ball, and a second attacking player immediately knocks the re- bound in for a goal, credit the player who
took the first shot with an assist.

Offsides: If any part of a player's body that can legally score a goal is past the last defender (called by ref, not recorded unless called)

Defensive Stops: Defensive stops are calculated when a player performs one of the following on their teams defensive half:
Blocked Shots: Prevention by an outfield player of an opponent's shot reaching the goal. If they are the last player between the shooter and the
goal this would then be recorded as an individual player save.
Clearance:When defending player temporarily removes the attacking threat on their goal/that effectively alleviates pressure on their goal
Interception: Preventing an opponent's pass from reaching their teammates
Offsides won: The last man to step up to catch an opponent in an offside position
Tackle: Dispossessing an opponent, whether the tackling player comes away with the ball or not

Overtime Stats: All statistics that occur during overtime count to- ward team and individual totals. However, if the game reaches the point where a
tiebreaker procedure of taking kicks from the penalty-kick line or spot occurs, no statistics — goals or saves — count toward team or individual totals.


